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DESKTOP SCREEN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
user instructions






Each screen supplied with

DESKTOP DRILL THROUGH INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE NOTE:
ADDITIONAL TOOLS NEEDED FOR SCREEN INSTALLATION.
17MM SPANNER & 10MM DRILL

Remove the screens from the
1packaging and lay flat on the desk.

2





Remove the screens from the packaging and lay
flat on the desk. Place both pins in the holes at
the bottom of the screen.
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Desk Pins

Slide the clamps into the
holes provided in the screen
and attach to the desk.

3

Place the screen in the desired position
and push down onto the desk, ensuring
that a mark is left by the pins for drilling.

5 you are happy with the position
Once
of the screen tighten the clamps into
place with the supplied allen key

Position the screen flush
with the edge of the desk.

Desk Screws

Place clamps against the
desk and adjust to measure
the thickness you require.

When drilling ensure the drill
is kept straight to avoid the
screen sitting out of line.

6


Place the screws provided through the desk from
the bottom. Add the washer and wind the bolt
down until it is flush.

Use the 17m spanner to tighten until secure.

7

Place the screens together and slot
the linking strip into the edging
channel.
Repeat
process on all screens until completion.
To remove, simply lift screen up off the screws.
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Remove the pins from the screen
and place the screen onto the
screws on the desk. Push down
until flush and level with the desk.
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packaging and lay flat on the desk.
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Position the screen flush
with the edge of the desk.
Position the screen flush
with the edge of the desk.
Position the screen flush
with the edge of the desk.



Once you are happy with the position
of the screen tighten the clamps into
Once
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Place the screens together and slot
the linking strip into the edging
Place
the screens together and slot
channel.
the linking strip into the edging
Place the screens together and slot
channel.
the linking strip into the edging
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